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 PDF users) Getty Images As the Giants’ season comes to a close, perhaps the best way for the team to move on is to sign their
own players. According to Gary Myers of the Star-Ledger, the Giants plan to offer quarterback Eli Manning a two-year deal. As

Myers notes, the Giants could save $20 million or more if they could move on from Manning after 2013. Myers adds that
Manning’s agent, Tom Condon, has approached the Giants with the idea of a contract extension. Whatever happens after this
season, the Giants will have a great deal of salary cap space next year, at a time when they’ll be looking to build around a very

young quarterback (as well as a young receiver and tight end) and draft another quarterback for the future. It’s probably best that
Manning ends his career in New York, with one more potential Super Bowl win on the résumé.Fishing Tower The Ffynnhonnau
Haul and Fishing Tower is a Victorian stone tower located at Ffynnhonnau in the village of Llanfairfechan in Gwynedd, Wales.
The tower, which was built between 1864 and 1866, is open to the public and was designated a Grade II listed building on 29

August 1982. A fishing haulage company, based at the tower, also owns and operates a local tourist information centre.
Architecture and design The tower is octagonal in plan with walls 2.8 metres thick and a 10.6 metres diameter. The interior of

the tower contains arches, but they are believed to have been added in the 20th century. History The tower was originally
constructed in 1865 by Edward Owen to accommodate the fishing trawling industry. It was designed by Joseph Pritchard, who

was later appointed as the first City Architect of Cardiff. The tower was only commissioned by Lewis Owen for half of the
annual rent due to him for the nearby leasehold land. In 1905, the fishing haulage company acquired the property and extended

the building. The haulage company later started using the tower as their offices and as a store for materials. A map from the
1914 National Library of Wales shows the area around the tower as being part of an unparcelled section of land with the owners

being the farmers of Bonheys, Penrhydd 520fdb1ae7
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